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Abstract

speed up the training over RNNs based model [1,2], the models
still have to condition on the previous generated acoustic features to generate next frame. This is the essential reason for
model autoregression. Due to the long sequence of acoustic
features, autoregression models have to face the slow inference
speed problem. This problem also limits the application of endto-end speech synthesis models in a wider range of places, such
as embedded, terminal, etc.
To overcome the above issues, non-autoregressive models
have been proposed to some sequence generation tasks such as
neural machine translation (NMT) [15–20], automatic speech
recognition (ASR) [21] and TTS [22]. The main idea of nonautoregressive models is that systems predict sequences within
constants number of interactions which does not depend on
sequence’s length. In fastspeech [22], the authors use a pretrained phoneme duration predictor to predict hard alignment
between a phoneme and its acoustic features. Recently maskpredict method [20] is proposed for encoder-decoder model. It
is a conditional language model similar to BERT [23]. During
training, some random words are replaced by a special mask token and the network is trained to predict original tokens. This
way gets rid of the limitation that the model depends on the previous elements and enables the model can fuse the left and the
right context, which can break the problem of “exposure bias”
in autoregressive models. The method has been widely used in
NMT tasks and the experiments get effective results.
In this paper, inspired by the idea of mask-predict [20],
we propose a novel non-autoregressive end-to-end TTS model
based on transformer structure. During training, acoustic features are randomly masked and the goal of the model is to predict the whole acoustic features and stop tokens. During inference, only a text sequence is needed and the model will output
the whole features in one step. In addition, to further boosting the quality of speech, we decompose the decoding process
into two stages. The ﬁrst decoder predicts coarse acoustic features which focuses on the meaning of sentences. Subsequently,
the second decoder ﬁlls in missing details by conditioning on
the text information and the coarse acoustic features. Different
from the ﬁrst decoder, the second decoder foreknows what the
basic structure of the speech looks like and the model can use it
as global context to improve the prediction of the ﬁnal details.
Experimental results show that our framework achieves competitive performance compared to autoregressive models and the
synthesis speed is much faster than the autoregressive model.

Most end-to-end neural text-to-speech (TTS) systems generate
acoustic features autoregressively from left to right, which still
suffer from two problems: 1) low efﬁciency during inference;
2) the limitation of “exposure bias”. To overcome these shortcomings, this paper proposes a non-autoregressive speech synthesis model which is based on the transformer structure. During training, the ground truth of acoustic features is schedule
masked. The decoder needs to predict the entire acoustic features by taking text and the masked ground truth. During inference, we just need a text as input, the network will predict the
acoustic features in one step. Additionally, we decompose the
decoding process into two stages so that the model can consider
the information in the context. Given an input text embedding,
we ﬁrst generate coarse acoustic features, which focus on the
meaning of sentences. Then, we ﬁll in missing details of acoustic features by taking into account the text information and the
coarse acoustic features. Experiments on a Chinese female corpus illustrate that our approach can achieve competitive results
in speech naturalness relative to autoregressive model. Most
importantly, our model speed up the acoustic features generation by 296× compared with the autoregressive model based
on transformer structure.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, non-autoregressive, schedule
mask predicting, coarse-to-ﬁne decoding

1. Introduction
Due to the powerful modeling capabilities of deep neural networks, end-to-end models [1–3] are proposed to simplify traditional TTS pipeline [4–7] with a single neural nerwork. They
are mainly encoder-decoder [8] structure based on RNN [9] or
transformer [3] structure. These models have signiﬁcantly improved the quality of synthesized speech [1, 2, 10]. They have
two common characteristics: ﬁrstly, the ground truth of acoustic features are fed to decoder to predict the next frame during
training; secondly, they generate acoustic features autoregressively from left to right during inference. Since the above characteristics, those systems are still facing two challenges.
One challenge is the limitation of “exposure bias” [11]. The
decoder is an autoregressive structure which will prevent the
usage of future information during training and inference. Since
the model has never been exposed to its own predictions, it will
result in error accumulation at test time. Some methods have
been proposed to address this problem [11–13]. For example,
scheduled sampling [11], randomly selecting between previous
ground truth element and generated element, has become the
current dominant training procedure to ﬁt RNNs based models.
However, it can only alleviate this problem but cannot solve the
problem fundamentally.
The other challenge is low efﬁciency during inference. Although CNN [14] network and transformer [3] structure can
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2. Background: autoregressive end-to-end
TTS model
Firstly, let’s understand how autoregressive TTS model works.
Our goal is to generate acoustic features from text information.
Given a text sequences x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xT ) and its target
acoustic features y = (y1 , y2 , . . . , yT  ). We wish to estimate
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Figure 1: (a) illustrates the whole structure of non-autoregressive model. During training, the input texts are inputted into the transformer encoder module. The encoder is composed of a stack of self-attention blocks. At decoding stage, the ground truth is ﬁrst masked
by a schedule masking mechanism, then the coarse acoustic features y coarse are predicted based on text information and masked ground
truth. The stop token is predicted by a linear projection after coarse decoder. Finally, the ﬁne decoder combines the predicted acoustic
features ycoarse and text information to predict the ﬁnal acoustic features y f ine . (b) illustrates the details of the coarse decoder and
ﬁne decoder. (c) illustrates the probability P of each frame in ground truth being masked changes through the training epochs.
P (y|x; θ), the TTS model predicting acoustic features y given
input x, and θ is corresponding model parameters. The autoregressive model decomposes P (y|x; θ) into a multi-stage generation process, which can be expressed as:

tic features are continuous and training will be extremely hard
and not convergence. Inspired by the idea of mask-predict [20],
our idea is replacing y<t with partial ground truth. A new
token < mask > is introduced for training and inference.
We randomly replace part of the ground truth with the token
< mask > during training, which means the masked frames are
independent to the predicted frames. The non-autoregressive
TTS model can be expressed as:

(1)
P (y0 |x; θ) = 1
P (y1 |x; θ) = P (y1 |y0 , x; θ) ∗ 1
(2)
P (y2 , y1 |x; θ) = P (y2 |y1 , y0 , x; θ) ∗ P (y1 |y0 , x; θ) ∗ 1 (3)
···



P (y|x; θ) =



P (y|x; θ) =

T


P (yt |y<t , x; θ)

T


P (yt |yt=<mask> , x; θ)

(5)

t=1

(4)

t=1

yt=<mask> stands for the frames which not replaced by the <
mask > token. Since we assume each frame is conditionally
independent, those predictions can be done parallelly.
Different from the training stage, there is no ground truth
during inference, we propose a schedule masking mechanism
to make the model match the inference stage at the end of training. During training, this mechanism will randomly decide,
whether we mask each frame with probability Pmask . When
Pmask = 0, the model is trained exactly as autoregressive
model; when Pmask = 1, the model is trained in the same setting as inference. With the training epoch growing, the probability of each frame being masked is increasing and the decoder
will get less information of ground truth. At the end of training,
the value of Pmask will be equal to 1, all ground truth will be
masked and model can predict acoustic features based on input
text only, which matches the inference stage’s decoding setting.
There are many functions that can satisfy this monotonically
increasing from 0 to 1. In this paper, we use inverse sigmoid
decay to compute the Pmask inspired by the schedule sampling
method [11].

The formulas show autoregressive TTS model adopts previous
targets (y1 , . . . , yt−1 ) as history to predict current target yt in
tth step. y0 is the start label of acoustic features.

3. Proposed non-autoregressive TTS model
The advantage of autoregression is that it can fuse context information to make the synthesized speech more natural, but the
disadvantage is that it will lead to exposure bias and low efﬁciency during inference. To retain the strengths and eliminate
the weaknesses, our proposed framework and the description of
our model are shown in Fig. 1. In this section, we will present
the ideas about schedule mask predicting and coarse-to-ﬁne decoding in detail.
3.1. Schedule mask predicting
The reason for autoregression is that the model has to depend
on previous elements to predict current acoustic feature. So
the key insight to make it non-autoregressive is replacing the
previous frames with some other else. One simple assumption
is that each frame is independent. Under this assumption, we
do not need to rely on previous acoustic features to predict the
current frame. But this assumption is too strong since acous-

Pmask = 1 −

k
(k + exp(i/k))

(6)

where k >= 1 depends on the expected speed of convergence
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4. Experiments
In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate our proposed method on a 20-hour, 16kHz, 16bit speech corpus, which
is recorded by a professional chinese female speaker. We evaluate the performance of the model based on speech quality and
inference speed. Furthermore, we explore the effects of coarseto-ﬁne decoding.
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Figure 2: At the inference stage, we ﬁrst generate the coarse
acoustic features y coarse from text information only. Then, a
ﬁne decoder is used to ﬁll in the missing details combining the
coarse acoustic features and text information and predict ﬁner
acoustic feature y f ine .

• Baseline(tacotron2) stands for autoregressive TTS
model which the decoder is based on lstm. The structure details are same as tacotron2 in paper [2].

and i stands the num of training epoch. The function curve of
Pmask is shown in the Fig. 1.

• Transformer+mask stands for non-autoregressive TTS
model which is improved from Baseline(transformer)
model by only using schedule masking.

3.2. Coarse-to-ﬁne decoding

• Proposed method stands for non-autoregressive TTS
mode which is trained by adding coarse-to-ﬁne decoding based on model Transformer+mask.

• Baseline(transformer) stands for autoregressive TTS
model which is based on transformer structure. The
structure details are same as the model in paper [10].

An essential factor for autoregressive models can generate natural speech is that the prediction can combine the information of previous frames. While when we generate in a nonautoregressive form, since our assumption is that each frame
is independent of each other, the model can not combine other
frames’ information. To solve this problem, we decompose decoding process into two stages, which is called coarse-to-ﬁne
decoding. Fig. 2 illustrates the coarse-to-ﬁne decoding architecture, where consists of a coarse decoder and a ﬁne decoder.
The ﬁrst stage of decoding is a coarse decoder which predicts
coarse acoustic features from the global text information. Since
there is no ground truth during inference, the coarse decoding
can be expressed as:

To get rid of the impact of model parameters on the model
performance, all transformer-based models have the same encoder module. The transformer encoder is same as the encoder
in [10]. The block numbers of encoders are all 3. Additionally,
we ensure the block numbers of decoder in each transformerbased model are equal. Speciﬁcally, the block numbers of decoder in Baseline(transformer) and Transformer+mask are
all 6. In Proposed method, the block number of coarse decoder
is 3, and the block number of ﬁne decoder is 3.
Acoustic features are extracted with 10 ms window shift.
LPCNet [24] is utilized to extract 32-dimensional acoustic features, including 30-dimensional BFCCs [25], 1-dimensional
pitch and 1-dimensional pitch correction parameter. Parameters of above models are all optimized using AdaDelta [26] with
learning rate 0.001.



P (y

coarse

|x; θ) =

T


P (yt |x; θ)

(7)

t=1

It can be seen from the formula that the model predicts the
acoustic features y coarse based on text information merely at
ﬁrst stage. The predicted features y coarse are relatively rough
acoustic message because it lacks the context information of the
acoustic features. Based on this, we perform the second decoding, which feed y coarse and x to ﬁne decoder to predict ﬁner
acoustic features, it can be expressed as:

4.2. Subjective evaluation
We conduct Mean Opinion Score (MOS) listening test for audio quality on the test set. We keep the text content consistent among different models so as to exclude other interference
factors, just examining audio quality. 20 listeners participated
the evaluation. In each experimental group, 20 parallel sentences are selected randomly from testing sets of each system.
Table 1 shows the MOS score of each system. Comparing
with autoregressive model Baseline(transformer) and Baseline(tacotron2), our proposed method has comparable results
with them, this is because our model gets rid of the problem of
“exposure bias” in the autoregressive model and we decompose
decoding process into two stage to learn more natural speech.
When we eliminate coarse-to-ﬁne decoding model, which is the
Transformer+mask model, we ﬁnd that Transformer+mask
is worse than Proposed model and other autoregressive models. This result suggests that decoding from coarse-level to ﬁne-



P (y f ine |x; θ) =

T


P (yt |y coarse , x; θ)

(8)

t=1

The ﬁne decoder combines the global information of acoustic features and text information together, and generates more
nature and expressive speech. There are two advantages to the
coarse-to-ﬁne decoding form. Firstly, the model can generate more natural speech while retaining parallel decoding, after
generating the coarse acoustic features, the decoder knows what
the basic meaning of the speech looks like, and the model can
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Table 1: The MOS score with 95% conﬁdence intervals

Proposed modelȀ࢟ࢉࢇ࢙࢘ࢋ

Loss

Transformer  ࢇ࢙

Model

MOS

Baseline(tacotron2)
Baseline(transformer)
Transformer+mask
Proposed model

4.25 ± 0.07
4.18 ± 0.07
3.76 ± 0.08
4.20 ± 0.07

TYPE

Proposed modelȀ࢟ࢌࢋ

autoregressive
autoregressive
non-autoregressive
non-autoregressive

Epochs

Figure 4: The comparsion of loss function.
Table 2: The comparison of inference speed with 95% conﬁdence intervals for proposed model and the baseline systems.
The value of inference speed indicates how long it takes to synthesize 500 frames acoustic features.

Figure 3: The comparison of spectrums between coarse speech
y coarse and ﬁne speech y f ine

level is beneﬁcial and removing the ﬁne decoder harms performance since the decoder loss access to global contextual acoustic feature information.

Model

Params

Inference(s)

Speedup

Baseline(tacotron2)
Proposed model

1.87e7
1.31e7

1.934 ± 0.210
0.024 ± 0.002

/
80×

Baseline(transformer)
Proposed model

1.29e7
1.31e7

7.116 ± 0.189
0.024 ± 0.002

/
296×

tures generation by 80×, compared with Baseline(tacotron2)
model. Proposed model speeds up acoustic features generation by 296×, compared with Baseline(transformer) model. It
shows that autoregressive generation greatly affects the speed of
model and our proposed method can transform the model into
a non-autoregressive form and increase the speed of synthesis
effectively.

4.3. Effectiveness of coarse-to-ﬁne decoding
To further understand the role of coarse-to-ﬁne decoding, ﬁrstly,
we visualize some spectrograms of synthetic speech. Fig. 3
shows the generated spectrograms of coarse acoustic features
y coarse and ﬁne acoustic features y f ine . In the high frequency
part, we can ﬁnd y f ine is more clear by observing part 1 and
2; in the low frequency, by observing part 3, we can ﬁnd coarse
speech’s spectrum connection is not smooth which will cause
the speech to sound unnatural. After ﬁne decoder, the spectrum
is more natural. The function of ﬁne decoder is to improve the
unnatural phenomenon of the low frequency part and to supplement the details of the high frequency part.
Secondly, Fig. 4 shows the acoustic features’s loss function of the training process. We can ﬁnd that y f ine in our Proposed model can reach the lowest level, which means it is the
closest to the ground truth. Compared with the loss of Transformer+mask, although we guarantee the consistency of the
model parameters, the Proposed model can be optimized to a
better level. This shows that the decomposition of the decoding
stage into two stages can help the model to combine the learned
coarse acoustic information for further optimization and make
the ﬁnal acoustic features more precise.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a non-autoregressive end-to-end TTS
model with coarse-to-ﬁne decoding process, aiming to improve
the synthesis speed by parallelly generating while ensuring the
speech’s quality. Firstly, relying on the schedule mask predicting, the autoregressive TTS model based on transformer
can be changed into non-autoregressive form, which can generate speech in parallel to improve the synthesis speed. Secondly, based on coarse-to-ﬁne decoding framework, our approach allows generating acoustic feature from coarse-level to
ﬁne-level, which is found to be very beneﬁcial for speech’s naturalness. Experiments demonstrate that the proposed model
greatly speeds up synthesis, and the synthesized speech is comparable to the autoregressive model. We also veriﬁed the proﬁts
of coarse-to-ﬁne decoding. Further, we will try to compress the
non-autoregressive end-to-end TTS model so that the technique
can be applied to a wider range of applications.
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